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Travel letter 4-2010 

click here for part I 

 

t took Porto Santo some time to disappear in our wake. Firstly; due to sailing downwind along the 

south coast of the island under mainsail alone. Secondly, the wind was just a breeze consequently 

the progress was very, very slow. 

 

However we enjoyed the sea-view at the same little town we 

often walked towards in the last 5 weeks. 

Even the long narrow sandy beach looked different, decorated 

with coloured parasols for the white or red sunbathers 

sheltering from the sun while the sea was specked with swimmer’ 

heads. A charming sight! 

 

Near the southwest headland the wind increased slightly as well 

as our speed. Once free from the headland lined with nasty 

rocks, the course 

was altered to 

the NW and the 

genoa could be 

unfurled. 

 

The next 500Nm all the way to Santa Maria Island is 

without landmasses so our course will be approximately 

300º for the remaining trip, how boring. 

 

 

Mr Murphy slipped on board again 
Once under full sail the speed increased rapidly to 5-6kn and we enjoyed steering Zeezwaluw 

ourselves. Taking turns at the wheel, trying to achieve a higher maximum speed as the other had 

gained, was great fun! This lasted only for about 2 hours where after the wind dropped to a lousy 8kn 

and we had to start the engine. After motor sailing for an hour or so, Mr Perkins made “hiccup” noises 

from time to time although he was sober. 

 

O no, not again that noise we knew too well! The last time we heard the same noise (Italy, 2006) was 

due to algae’s in the diesel tank. Not a situation to look forward to again! We shut down the engine and 

Riens cleaned the water-diesel separator. That one looked clean to him but to be on the save side, he 

replaced the diesel filter as well. After a close inspection of this filter his conclusion was: “there are 

many fine particles of “stuff” e.g. algae in the diesel filter”, Sh.t!i 

 

As there was still hardly any wind, Mr. Perkins was send to work again. The first couple of hours we 

were listening worriedly for new hiccups, which fortunately, never occurred again. At 10 o’clock p.m. 

the wind picked up and the sails without mechanical help created a nice speed. 

 

What a delight was our first night at sea! A nice NNE-breeze kept our speed at 5Nm/hr 

while the dark sky (without moon or clouds) was sparking with stars. The off-watch 

comfortably sleeping in the bunk at the leeside of Zeezwaluw without any interruption for all hands, it 

was great! 

  

I 
Coast of Porto Santo looking 

SW 

Google picture 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/2010-3-travel-to-the-atlantic-islands-and-back-part-i1.pdf
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Murphy still at work …. 
The second day in the afternoon the wind dropt suddenly from 15kn to nothing at all. No wind 

therefore no speed in a very choppy sea, time to rouse Mr Perkins! 

But nothing happened in our attempt to start the engine! It was obvious that the battery 

had given up the ghost after 11 years of outstanding work! The problem dissolved as soon 

as we used the domestic battery bank for starting. It ran smooth without a problem, not 

even a hick-up. Within 15 minutes the wind picked up and we were able to sail again 

meanwhile we could investigate the battery problem furthermore. 

 

Last year we renewed and enlarged our domestic battery bank of 2 into 3 batteries (350amps). For 

the time being we could use one of these batteries as a starting-battery. 

Therefore, Riens re-organized the power cables and separated 1 battery 

in order to use it as a starting-battery, perfect. The batteries are 

charged by a solar panel and towing generator whilst under sail. For that 

reason Riens put the old starting-battery out of action to prevent the 

green amp’s going to a “dead horse” instead of going to the batteries on-

line. Problem solved for the moment but a new starting-battery is required in the next port of call! 

 

2 days – 2 problems, will that be all? Problems always seem to come by threesome, isn’t it? When you 

are superstitious you would have been waiting for a third one to happen. We didn’t, we are not 

superstitious you know, but still kept our fingers crossed all day long, which must have helped for a 

third one never came along! 

 

During the remaining trip the wind blew between 10-15kn from the NE and we were able to sail all the 

way. During these days we were very keen in observing the battery charging process by the towing 

generator and solar panel. It turned out to be marvellous, charging was never as good as it was at 

present. We guess our starting-battery (180 Amp’s) was already on its last legs for a very long time, 

but due to the mammoth capacity we never had a clue before it stopped 

working completely. 

 

Mission accomplished 
After 511Nm in exactly 100 hours, we entered the marina of Vila do 

Porto at Santa Maria Island the most SE-island of the Azores, at 

August 12. The little marina is tucked away inside the commercial 

and fishing harbour and well maintained. 
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Floating pontoons, with fingers at every berth and enough space 

between the boats for maneuvering. All facilities available 

even washing- and drying machines (very appreciated by 

Ineke) and free WiFi. However only 6 foreign boats (of 

which 2 Dutch) were moored while many berths are empty. 

 

The young lady in the marina office is unique! She is 

extremely friendly, helpful and full of information about the 

marina, the nearby town and the island itself. We feel very 

welcomed here!  

 

At our designated 

berth we are 

welcomed again, this 

time by the 2 Dutch 

couples who are 

helping us to get 

moored. After the 

little chat we have 

gathered once more 

useful info about the 

island.  

 

But first and for all, we treated ourselves with a drink and snack to celebrate the save arrival at our 

planned summer destination, The Azores. By the way, we are very pleased with ourselves to have 

reached the Azores after the troublesome D-tour via Porto Santa Island. 

 

The next two days are filled with idleness and odd jobs, like the walk steep up-hill to the little town to 

make pictures of churches and the fortress, to buy fresh veggies and bread in the marketplace, having 

a number of social events with the foreign nationalities and of course we used the washing machine 

frequently. 

 

The yellow sub  
During one of our lazy afternoons in the cockpit, our Dutch neighbor Jan, undertook a 

special job. Sitting on the swimming platform, in his (old-fashioned) bathing trunks, 

wearing goggles and flippers. He adjusted a kind of breathing device around his 

shoulders which was connected to a long yellow hose with a cylinder in the middle.  

Day catch of bonitos 

City center 

The steep hill to reach the village 

 Vila do Porto 

The fortress above the marina The village 

church 
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The other end of the yellow hose disappeared into the cockpit where, his wife “did something” and a 

loud noise started. By now we were wide  awake and very interested in what was about to happen. 

Within seconds we were over for a closer inspection and examination. The apparatus’ appeared to be a 

Deck-snorkel which consists of a 12V air-compressor, special plastic hosepipe with an expansion vessel 

and excellent breathing equipment, which enables you to work underwater around your ship to a 

maximum depth of 7 meters. 

 

It looked fantastic and so simple to us! For many years we were looking for this kind of equipment. To 

be able while at anchor, to clean and/or grease the prop (cost reduction in haul outs) and scratch off 

all the gooseneck barnacles and other sea life from the keel and hull would be much easier and less 

tiresome as doing it on our own air. 

 

While Jan was doing his underwater-job, we searched the internet for more information concerning 

the product “Deck-snorkel”, as well as of costs, dealers and chandlers in Europe. Our first try to order 

one from Holland and send it to Santa Maria Island failed. New web investigations showed us the way 

to the very helpful  UK Deck-snorkel dealer. He promised us we would be the proud owners of a Deck-

snorkel within 10 days. 

 

Adjusting the plans again 
Due to the waiting time for the deck-snorkel we are running out of the ideal “Azores’ season”. The 

pilot books advice to leave the Azores at the end of August or early September. 

If all goes according the promised time schedule it would not be sooner than the first week of 

September, for the Deck-snorkel to arrive. So now the proceed to Terceira Island to haul out for 4 

weeks, the time we calculated to do all the required jobs, is no option anymore. We have to consider 

the risks for delaying the haul-out. What are the most crucial jobs to be done? 

 

Top of the list is to grease the prop and replace the anodes. The last service was 2.5 years ago (normal 

procedure is once a year). A further delay could endanger the working condition of the prop. The next 

job to be done is, cleaning the hull and keel of sea life, to increase speed and decrease fuel 

consumption during engine hours. Those two jobs are within reach and can be done in the marina as 

soon as the deck-snorkel arrives. As a result the haul out isn’t an urgent issue anymore. 

 

Where to go to after the Azores? 
Marina Bouregreg in Rabat (Morocco) has until the end of September high season fees, so that’s too 

early to go to. Too late for the Azores and too early for Morocco, but what about the Algarve, 

Portugal? To visit places we skipped 7 years ago and enjoy Piri-Piri chicken and sardines again, that 

would be a real treat. In that way we could experience a 9day-sail, the longest so far. We had planned 

this lengthy trip in the opposite direction (Cadiz to the Azores) but as you remember, that one was cut 

short due to the broken backstay. The strategy is quickly made and the Algarve, Portugal will be our 

next destination! In the meantime we are free to explore Santa Maria Island. 

 

A whiff of Columbus and whale hunting 
Recommended by fellow sailors, we rent a rustic and rusty 

Honda Civic  from the German Catamaran in the marina. For half 

the price as the official rentals we don’t complain about the half 

empty tires (in need for a puff of air every few hours), the 

leaking windows or the smell of cigarettes inside. We gladly 

accepted the car for 2 days and drove happily around the 

beautiful island. 

The rusty old Honda 

http://www.44-degrees.com/
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According the Atlantic Island Pilot: “Santa Maria was the first of the Azores to be settled by the 

Portuguese, probably in 1427 when Gonçalo Velho Cabal landed on the beach at Praia do Lobos 

(wherever it may be, we couldn’t find it!) Herds of pigs and goats were landed to ensure a steady food 

supply for the men who followed. The native forest burned and felled to make way for cultivation. 

 

A famous follower was Columbus. 

In 1493 he anchored off the tiny 

village of Anjos at the NW-coast 

of the island whilst returning from 

his first voyage to enable his crew 

attend Mass. Wisely, he allowed 

only half his men ashore where 

they were promptly imprisoned, 

probably either on suspicion of 

spying or because they were in the 

employ of the Spanish crown. It 

took a while before Columbus could 

negotiate their release.”  

 

 

In Anjos we came across a hugh statue of Columbus in 

front of (probably) the little church where his crew 

went to Mass. Nothing further remembers of this 

famous sailor, not even a little museum or some 

artefacts. But it was fun to b where our illustrious 

Columbus had been! 

 

 

 

The northwest part of the island is almost 

flat, with huge dry areas. There are only 

bushes no trees or flowers. It’s complete 

different from the middle part near Pico 

Alto, the highest peak (587m). Around the 

foot of Pico Alto, it more or less looks like a 

rainforest. 

Anjo, the bay where Columbus should have 

anchored 

Statue of Columbus 

The oldest part of the 

Church in Anjo 

Anjos, church of Columbus  
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The morning we were there everything was dripping wet due to the low hanging clouds. Hence, the view 

we expected (and all the brochures promise) at the top was nil! Instead we encountered some very 

mystic views on our way down. The sea where above the low clouds were floating with the sun behind 

them was magnificent, see the picture!  

 

After the NW and the 

middle part of the 

island we drove to the 

SE-headland to Maia. 

According the 

brochures a splendid 

waterfall in an amazing 

gorge should be there. 

Well due to the time 

of the year, the 

waterfall was more or 

less a dripping faucet! 

 

But the gorge was striking, little 

ponds filled with mother ducks and 

geese with their offspring as well 

as doves and unknown(to us) other 

birds. 

 

It was amazing to realize that the 

only sounds we did hear were 

naturally sounds like birds, wind 

and the breaking waves. 

 

 

We ate our lunch at the pick-nick spot surrounded by 

hanging grapevines tumbling down the walls of the 

cliff. 

 

Along the road on the way back we saw a sign to an old 

whaling station. 

 

 

 

 

The mistic view 

The magnficent  

gorge 

More ducks and other birds 

Pond with ducks 

The grape vineyard 
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The view from above at the ramshackle ruins of the station at sea level was first-class. We never felt 

the need to walk downhill along the narrow path (in our opinion only able to walk by goats) to have a 

better look. Because afterwards we had to climb the hill to reach our little rusty car again! Too much 

for two older people! 

 

The last visit was to the one and only museum 

of the island in Santo Espirito. In an old 

renovated house was an exposition of “The way 

of living of the people of Santa Marina Island”. 

The explanation was in Portuguese but the 

friendly guard/owner guided us while 

translating the main issues in his best English. 

 

This was really worth the visit and costs only 

€1,=. After 2 days we returned the vehicle to 

the German catamaran sailor with the advice to 

check the tires for tiny leaks. 

 

 

It was around midday when the parcel containing 

the deck-snorkel arrived, where after it took an 

hour and a half for reading the instructions and 

assembling all the parts to a safely working 

apparatus. 

By 1.30 p.m. Riens was already underwater to 

grease and clean the prop! This job, which isn’t 

possible without diving equipment, took only 1 

hour. At short notice is no required haul-out of 

Zeezwaluw necessarily anymore now inspection 

and greasing of the prop is done as well as 

changing the anodes! 

We wished we had this piece of equipment years 

earlier! Time to set sail to Portugal. 

 

The third crossing 
September the 5th at 9 o’clock we slipped the dock lines and left Vila do Porto marina. The night 

before we had sundowners with some of yachties as a goodbye / see you again party. 

Riens playing with his new toy The 

amazing Deck-snorkel 

The ruins of the whaling station 

The museum in Santo Espirito 
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This morning the sun was already out but the wind was still asleep, so in the lee of the island we sailed 

on a flat sea in the direction of Portugal. Sailing along this part of the coast for the second time, we 

recognised Maia and the whaling station at the SE-promontory. 

 

The first 24 hours we had to motor sail for the NW wind wasn’t strong enough to fill the sails. Late 

afternoon when the island was still visible in our wake we discovered near the SE-cape by coincidence 

through the binoculars, jumping and playing whales. Enormous fountains followed the jump, great to see 

from a distance but we were glad we were not nearer!  

 

The rest of the 8 day-trip was uneventful, good food 

and leisure time although the beam wind dropped a few 

times and we had to motor sail for a couple of hours 

where after the wind picked up again. 

 

Nothing snapped, broke or froze this time (had our 

fingers crossed with glue) and no wind gusts or heavy 

storms got in the way of our progress. Even Cape Sao 

Vinciënte was like a baby, no wind at all. 

 

At 8 o’clock September the 12th after 855nm in 8 

days, we dropped anchor close to the beach near the 

marina of Vilamoura. We were too late to enter the 

estuary of Faro –Olhão with upcoming tide. We put 

that aside for early next day. 

 

 

Riens and Ineke Elswijk at “SY Zeezwaluw” 

 

 

To be continued in: “The extra ordinary winter of 201-2011” 

 

___/)___ 
 

 
                                                         
i Later on in the marina, we pumped out a little water containing a minor amount of algae’s from the bottom of the diesel tank. 

Therefore we add some diesel killer to the total amount of diesel remaining in the tank. The hick ups never occurred again. 

Google view entrance estuary 

of Faro-Olhão 

 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.wordpress.com/2017/03/24/zeezwaluw-galley-secrets/
ttps://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/portugal-vasteland.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/2011-1-the-extra-ordinary-winter-of-2010-2011.pdf

